12th Grade Caste Inquiry

Why Does Isabel Wilkerson’s Caste
Hit a Nerve?

The Louisville Flood, Margaret Bourke-White, 1937

Supporting Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is Wilkerson’s central thesis to her book, Caste?
What is a caste system?
How similar is American society to a caste system?
How have people responded to Wilkerson’s claim that America has a caste system?
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12th Grade Caste Inquiry
Why Does Isabel Wilkerson’s Caste Hit a Nerve?
Standards and Content
Staging the Compelling
Question

D2.His.17.9-12. Critique the central arguments in secondary works of history on related
topics in multiple media in terms of their historical accuracy.
D3.2.9-12. Evaluate the credibility of a source by examining how experts value the source.
View Margaret Bourke-White’s The Louisville Flood and come up with an alternate title for
the photograph and explain your reasoning for the new title.

Supporting Question 1
What is Wilkerson’s central
thesis to her book, Caste?

Supporting Question 2
What is a caste system?

Supporting Question 3

Supporting Question 4

How similar is American
society to a caste system?

How have people
responded to Wilkerson’s
claim that America has a
caste system?

Formative Performance
Task

Formative Performance
Task

Define the central thesis in
Caste.

Identify and describe the
Eight Pillars of Caste
according to Wilkerson.

Cite evidence of an American
caste system based on the
Eight Pillars of Caste.

Featured Sources

Featured Sources
Source A: Wilkerson,
2020, Caste, Part III: The
Eight Pillars of Caste.

Featured Sources

Source A: Wilkerson, 2020,
Caste, Chapter 2: An Old
House and an Infrared
Light.
Source B: PBS Newshour,
‘Caste’ author Isabel
Wilkerson on America’s
race and class hierarchy.

Formative Performance
Task

Source A: Wilkerson, 2020,
Caste, Part III: The Eight
Pillars of Caste.
Source B: New York Times,
Amy Cooper
Source C: NPR, Black
Babysitter
Source D: ABC News, Unite
the Right Rally
Source E: NPR, Loving V.
Virginia Audio

Formative Performance
Task
Evaluate reactions to
Wilkerson’s book.
Featured Sources
Source A:
ForeignPolicy.com, Yashica
Dutt
Source B: The New York
Times, Dwight Garner
Source C: The Wall Street
Journal, Tunku
Varadarajan
Source E: The
Commentary, Christine
Rosen

Source F: Jim Crow Museum,
Anti-Black Imagery
Source G: Reuters, Modernday Lynching

Summative
Performance
Task

Taking
Informed
Action

ARGUMENT: Why does Isabel Wilkerson’s Caste hit a nerve? Construct an argument (e.g., detailed outline,
poster, essay) that addresses the compelling question and includes specific claims, relevant evidence, and
addresses counterclaims.
EXTENSION. Pick a book review you disagree with and write a response addressing their argument and offering
your take on Wilkerson’s Caste.
UNDERSTAND Research other secondary sources whose argument hits a nerve.
ASSESS Evaluate that work’s argument and communicate why it hits a nerve.
ACT Write a book review addressing the central argument and why you think that argument hits a nerve.
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C3 TEACHERS
Overview
Inquiry Description
This inquiry leads students through an investigation of Isabel Wilkerson’s 2020 book, Caste: The Origins
of our Discontents. The central thesis of her work is that American racism is built on a caste system.
She builds her argument by highlighting Nazis Germany and the Indian caste system as she defines the
central pillars of caste. Ultimately, she argues America exhibits each of the pillars by noting historical
and modern examples of each. This argument caused a stir when the book was released and elicited
conversation and disagreement. This inquiry asks students to engage with the conversations around
this book by arguing why it “hit a nerve” as they learn to engage and evaluate secondary sources.
This this inquiry highlights the following standards:
•

D2.His.17.9-12. Critique the central arguments in secondary works of history on related topics in multiple media
in terms of their historical accuracy.

•

D3.2.9-12. Evaluate the credibility of a source by examining how experts value the source.

It is important to note that this inquiry requires prerequisite knowledge of American History, specifically
American racism and America’s history of enslavement and abolition efforts.
Note: This inquiry is expected to take four to five 50-minute class periods. The inquiry time frame could expand if
teachers think their students need additional instructional experiences (e.g., supporting questions, formative
performance tasks, featured sources, writing). Teachers are encouraged to adapt the inquiry to meet the needs and
interests of their students. This inquiry lends itself to differentiation and modeling of historical thinking skills while
assisting students in reading the variety of sources.

Structure of the Inquiry
In addressing the compelling question, students will identify Wilkerson’s central claim and evidence, link her
claim and evidence to sources outside of her work, and evaluate academic conversation around Wilkerson’s
central argument. Students will ultimately address why Wilkerson’s argument hit a nerve and identify other
secondary works they may wish to enter into the academic debate around.
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C3 TEACHERS
Staging the Compelling Question
In staging the compelling question, students will be asked to view The Louisville Flood and rename the image
to accurately reflect the story they believe the image is showing. This image was selected because it highlights
the contradiction of the “American Dream” mythos for Black and White Americans and asks students to
evaluate this contradiction. This evaluation leads into introducing Wilkerson’s work as an argument which
explains the contradiction seen in the image The Louisville Flood.
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Supporting Question 1
The first supporting question— What is Wilkerson’s central thesis to her book, Caste?— allows students to lay
the ground work for evaluating reactions to Wilkerson’s argument by first identifying the argument. The
formative task asks students to define Wilkerson’s central thesis using Chapter 2 of her book An Old House
and an Infrared Light as well as a PBS Newshour interview in which Wilkerson talks about her central
argument.
Teachers may implement this task by watching the PBS Newshour segment as a class and then discuss what
Wilkerson’s argument is a class. Then, have students read An Old House and an Infrared Light and ask them to
highlight when they see Wilkerson’s argument. Students may then come together and share what they
highlighted before their group agrees on a definition together.
•
•

Featured Source A is the second chapter of Wilkerson’s Caste entitled An Old House and an Infrared
Light. This chapter sets up her central argument for the whole book.
Featured Source B is an interview with Wilkerson about her book in which she talks about her central
argument. This visual source can help scaffold identifying the argument by providing multimodalities of
access.

Supporting Question 2
The second supporting question — What is a caste system? — asks students to break down the definition of a
caste system so that students may understand Wilkerson’s claims and evidence in her central argument. The
formative task has students identify and describe the Eight Pillars of Caste as outlined in Wilkerson’s book.
Students will use Part III: The Eight Pillars of Caste. Teachers may choose to have students complete a jigsaw
by assigning eights groups of students a pillar to identify and describe and then organize students into groups
in which each pillar of caste is represented. In these groups, students will share about their pillar until all
students have completed the task.
The following source allows students to investigate this supporting question:
•

Featured Source A is Part III of Caste, The Eight Pillars of Caste. This section details the eight pillars of
caste and provides descriptions and examples, international and local, of each pillar.
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C3 TEACHERS
Supporting Question 3
The third supporting question — How similar is American society to a caste system? — asks students to
investigate Wilkerson’s evidence of caste in America by reviewing the examples in Part III: The Eight Pillars of
Caste in addition to primary sources and news articles. Students will demonstrate they are answering the
supporting question by adding to their definitions from Supporting Question 2 and citing specific examples of
caste in American society. Teachers may modify this task by pulling news articles from Newsela and selecting
reading levels appropriate for their student’s abilities.
The following sources were selected for students to evaluate Wilkerson’s evidence for an American caste
system:
• Featured Source A is Part III of Caste, The Eight Pillars of Caste. This section details the eight pillars of
caste and provides descriptions and examples, international and local, of each pillar.
• Featured Source B is a primary source video of Amy Cooper calling the police on a Black man in Central
Park in 2020. This video, hosted by the New York Times, was a part of a national conversation around
White policing of Black individuals.
• Featured Source C is a primary source video of a White woman in Georgia calling the police on a Black
man babysitting White children. This video, hosted by the NPR, is another example of White policing of
Black individuals.
• Featured Source D is a 2018 ABC News article about the August 2017 Unite the Right Rally in
Charlottesville, Virginia. This source features a breakdown of the event in addition to photos of the
rally.
• Featured Source E features audio recordings from Loving V. Virginia, a supreme court case which
legalized interracial marriage, in an NPR article in honor of the 50th anniversary of the supreme court
ruling.
• Featured Source F features artifacts from the Jim Crow Museum of Racist Memorabilia. Students will
explore the artifacts to understand the role of imagery narrative in racism.
• Featured Source G is a news article in which George Floyd’s brother is interviewed about his brother’s
2020 murder which sparked global demonstrations against racism and police brutality.

Supporting Question 4
The final supporting question—How have people responded to Wilkerson’s claim that America has a caste
system? — asks students to engage with the academic conversation around Wilkerson’s central thesis.
Students will evaluate book reviews to understand why Wilkerson’s book “hit a nerve” with the American
public. Teachers may wish to prompt students with the following question when evaluating reactions to Caste:
According to this source, why does Caste hit a nerve? Teachers may encourage students to find other reviews
of the book to evaluate in addition to the sources featured in this inquiry. Additionally, teachers may wish to
annotate the articles for students who need extra supports.
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The following sources were selected to show multiple perspectives regarding reactions to Caste by featuring
favorable and unfavorable reviews in addition to reviews from people groups represented in the book (notably
someone who is from the Dalit caste in India and someone of Jewish lineage).
•

•

•

•

Featured Source A is a review written by an Indian American writer who is from the Dalit caste. This
source is a favorable review of Wilkerson’s book and provides a unique perspective around her
argument that America is like India’s caste system.
Featured Source B is a New York Times book review and shows a favorable review of the book and its
argument. This review makes the argument that Caste hit a nerve because it is uncomfortable to see
the similarities between the Indian caste system, Nazis Germany, and the United States.
Featured Source C is an unfavorable review of Wilkerson’s book and argues that Caste hits a nerve
because it is grouping all White people into the same category, and this is inaccurate. Not only that,
but this reviewer believes Wilkerson’s evidence does not sufficiently support her argument.
Featured Source D is from a conservative Jewish journal and is an unfavorable review of the book,
specifically noting that the central argument and support of it is “grandstanding” and inaccurate
because it does not consider the progress America has made against racism in America.

Summative Performance Task
At this point in the inquiry, students have examined Wilkerson’s central claim and evidence in addition to
reactions to her argument. Students should be expected to demonstrate the breadth of their understandings
and their abilities to use evidence from multiple sources to support their claims. In this task, students will
answer the compelling question — Why does Isabel Wilkerson’s Caste hit a nerve? — in the form of an
argument which includes claims and counterclaims.
Students’ arguments will likely vary, but could include any of the following:
•

•

Wilkerson’s book Caste hits a nerve because Americans want to think that America is a place in which
people can get ahead in life. For instance, a core tenet of the American Dream mythology is that
someone can be born into one social class and can climb into a higher social class via hard work. If
Wilkerson’s argument is true and America has a caste system, then Americans would have to
acknowledge that the system we live in intentionally discriminates against Black people via education
opportunities, employment opportunities, and opportunities to gain wealth. This is evidenced in…
Wilkerson’s book Caste hits a nerve because the average white American does not see themselves as
someone who upholds an American caste system. However, we have many examples of ways white
American’s actions work to remind people and solidify the rigid racial social hierarchy. For example,
when white women call the police on innocent Black people, it is a reminder of the social dominance
and power white women have in America.
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•

Wilkerson’s book Caste hits a nerve because America has worked very hard in the last 50 years to fight
against racism, like with the Loving V. Virginia ruling, and it is difficult to see despite all this work,
racism is still structurally apart of American society.

To support students in their writing teachers may provide sentence starters to aid students in writing claims
and counterclaims in addition to having students complete Claim/Evidence/Reasoning charts when writing
their arguments.
To extend their arguments, students may write a response to review they disagree with. In their response,
they must address the part of that review they disagree with and offer evidence for why they disagree and
suggestions for viewing the central argument of Caste differently.
Students have the opportunity to Take Informed Action by finding another book which has garnered academic
conversation and evaluate that work’s argument in the same way they evaluated Wilkerson’s argument.
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Staging the Compelling Question
Featured Source

Source A: The Louisville Flood, Margaret Bourke-White, 1937 via
https://whitney.org/collection/works/8061
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C3 TEACHERS

Supporting Question 1
Featured Source

Source A: Wilkerson, Isabel (2020). Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents, Chapter 2: An Old House and an
Infrared Light, p. 17.

“... America has an unseen skeleton, a caste system that is central to its operation as are the studs and joists that we
cannot see in the physical buildings we call home. Caste is the infrastructure of our divisions. It is the architecture of
human hierarchy, the subconscious code of instructions for maintaining, in our case, a four-hundred-year-old social
order… A caste system is an artificial construction, a fixed and embedded ranking of human value that sets the
presumed supremacy of one group against the presumed inferiority of other groups on the basis of ancestry and often
immutable traits, traits that would be neutral in abstract but are ascribed life-and-death meaning in a hierarchy favoring
the dominant caste whose forebears designed it. A caste system uses rigid, often arbitrary boundaries to keep the
ranked groupings apart, distinct from one another and in their assigned places.”

Supporting Question 1
Featured Source

Source B: PBS Newshour, ‘Caste’ author Isabel Wilkerson on America’s race and class hierarchy

Accessed via https://www.pbs.org/video/newshour-bookshelf-1596668177/
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Supporting Question 2
Featured Source

Source A: Wilkerson, Isabel (2020). Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents, Part III: The Eight Pillars of Caste.

Supporting Question 3
Featured Source

Source A: Wilkerson, Isabel (2020). Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents, Part III: The Eight Pillars of Caste.
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source

Source B: Video Shows White Woman Calling Police on Black Man, New York Times, 2020. Accessed
https://www.nytimes.com/video/us/100000007159234/amy-cooper-dog-central-park-police-video.html

Supporting Question 3
Featured Source

Source C: Video: Georgia Woman Calls Police On Black Babysitter, NPR, October 10, 2018. Accessed
https://www.npr.org/2018/10/10/656155483/video-georgia-woman-calls-police-on-black-babysitter.
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source

Source D: What to know about the violent Charlottesville protests and anniversary rallies, ABC News, 2018.
Accessed
https://abcnews.go.com/US/happen-charlottesville-protest-anniversary-weekend/story?id=57107500.

Supporting Question 3
Featured Source

Source E: ‘Illicit Cohabitation’: Listen to 6 Stunning Moments From Loving V. Virginia, NPR News, 2017.
Accessed https://www.npr.org/2017/06/12/532123349/illicit-cohabitation-listen-to-6-stunning-momentsfrom-loving-v-virginia.
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source

Source F: Jim Crow Museum of Racist Memorabilia, Anti-Black Artifacts, 2021. Accessed
https://www.ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/antiblack/index.htm.

Supporting Question 3
Featured Source

Source G: George Floyd's brother decries 'a modern-day lynching' in testimony to Congress, Reuters, June
10, 2020. Accessed
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-minneapolis-police-protests/george-floyds-brother-decries-a-modernday-lynching-in-testimony-to-congress-idUSKBN23H1NB.

George Floyd's brother decries 'a modern-day lynching' in testimony to Congress
By David Morgan, Richard Cowan
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - George Floyd’s younger brother took his grief to the U.S. Congress on Wednesday with an
impassioned plea that lawmakers not let his brother’s death be in vain, lamenting that he “didn’t deserve to die over
$20” in what he called a lynching.
The House of Representatives Judiciary Committee held the first congressional hearing to examine racial injustice and
police brutality following George Floyd’s May 25 death after a Minneapolis policeman knelt on his neck for nearly nine
minutes. His death prompted a wave of protests in U.S. cities and abroad.
“They lynched my brother. That was a modern-day lynching in broad daylight,” Philonise Floyd, 42, of Missouri City,
Texas, near Houston, told the committee, his voice breaking with emotion.
“His life mattered. All our lives matter. Black lives matter,” he added, wiping away tears.
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The Democratic-led House is moving forward with sweeping reform legislation that could come to a vote by July 4, while
Senate Republicans are crafting a rival plan.
George Floyd, a 46-year-old Houston native who had worked security at nightclubs, was unarmed when taken into
custody outside a market where an employee had reported that a man matching his description tried to pay for
cigarettes with a counterfeit bill.
“George wasn’t hurting anyone that day. He didn’t deserve to die over $20. I’m asking you, is that what a black man’s
worth? $20? This is 2020. Enough is enough,” his brother said. “It is on you to make sure his death is not in vain.”
He buried his brother on Tuesday and described how they had not been able to say goodbye.
“I’m here to ask you to make it stop. Stop the pain,” Philonise Floyd testified. “George called for help and he was
ignored. Please listen to the call I’m making to you now, to the calls of our family and the calls ringing on the streets of
all the world.”
It is unclear whether Democrats and Republicans will be able to overcome partisan differences to pass legislation that
President Donald Trump would be willing to sign.
Several Republicans pledged cooperation and voiced support for a pivotal provision that would scale back so-called
qualified immunity protections that shield police from lawsuits by people suing for damages.
White House spokeswoman Kayleigh McEnany, who said the Republican president may take policy action on race and
policing through an executive order, called reduced qualified immunity a “non-starter.” McEnany said Trump’s
administration has nearly finalized plans to address police brutality that could be made public within days.
Police officer Derek Chauvin was fired after the incident and charged with second- and third-degree murder and
manslaughter. George Floyd and Chauvin worked as security personnel at the same nightclub.
Philonise Floyd said Chauvin knew his brother and killed him with premeditation “just because he didn’t like him,”
adding that “it has to have something to do with racism.”
The emotionally charged hearing had lawmakers and witnesses including several civil rights advocates expressing sorrow
over Floyd's death, the latest in a series of killings of African-Americans by police that have sparked anger on America's
streets and fresh calls for reforms.
POLITICAL DIVIDE
The hearing highlighted divisions in Congress and the country between those who want broad changes to policing
practices and those who defend the work of law enforcement and blame any problems on, as Republican Representative
Mike Johnson put it, a “few bad apples.”
“The vast, vast majority of law enforcement officers are responsible, hard-working, heroic first responders,” added
Representative Jim Jordan, the committee’s top Republican.
“While we hold up human rights in the world, we obviously have to hold them up in our country,” said Representative
Karen Bass, chairwoman of the Congressional Black Caucus, which crafted the legislation.
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Angela Underwood Jacobs, a Republican witness whose police officer brother was slain during violent protests this
month, urged lawmakers to promote a just society by investing in education, housing and job creation.
The Democratic legislation would ban police chokeholds and no-knock warrants, restrict the use of legal force, require
police body cameras, make lynching a federal hate crime and take other steps to rein in misconduct.

Supporting Question 4
Featured Source

Source A: ForeignPolicy.com, Feeling Like an Outcast: The bestselling book “Caste” brilliantly frames racial
hierarchies in the United States but largely ignores the horrors of India’s caste structure, Yashica Dutt,
September 17, 2020. Accessed from https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/09/17/caste-book-india-dalit-outcastwilkerson-review/.

“While the United States’ liberal ideology of multiculturalism was once content with overlooking the factions and
frictions within the various communities labeled as nonwhite, the world is now openly examining the striations within
racial hierarchies—and within races themselves. The supposed solidarity of Latinx people, Middle Eastern Americans,
and East Asian and South Asian Americans, all of whom gained from the advances made by the often violent struggles of
African Americans during the civil rights movement and beyond, is rightfully under scrutiny at a time when Black folk
fight to bring attention to their modern-day lynchings at the hands of the police system. An estimated 90 percent of
Indian Americans are upper caste—they also comprise the highest-earning ethnic group in the United States—so it is
understandable then that discussions about the horrors of the Indian caste system are only just entering mainstream
American discourse. This makes Wilkerson’s definitions of dominant caste (white), middle castes (Latinx and Asian),
subordinate caste (African American), and indigenous people (Native American) in the United States a radical
intervention. It not only makes visible the plainly manifest yet stubbornly obscured reality of racial suppression of
African Americans but also supplies other people of color with a vocabulary to understand their place in the lattice of
racial and social order in the United States. As a Dalit woman and immigrant from a formerly untouchable manual
scavenging caste in India, my place in the Indian social order lies at the very bottom. But as a brown resident in the
United States, I fall somewhere in the middle of the racial caste pyramid.”

Supporting Question 4
Featured Source

Source B: The New York Times, Isabel Wilkerson’s ‘Caste’ Is an ‘Instant American Classic’ About Our Abiding
Sin, Dwight Garner, July 31, 2020. Accessed from https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/31/books/reviewcaste-isabel-wilkerson-origins-of-our-discontents.html.

“Wilkerson’s book is a work of synthesis. She borrows from all that has come before, and her book stands on many
shoulders. “Caste” lands so firmly because the historian, the sociologist and the reporter are not at war with the essayist
and the critic inside her. This book has the reverberating and patriotic slap of the best American prose writing….
Some will quibble with her conflation of race and caste. (Social class is a separate matter, which Wilkerson addresses
only rarely.) She does not argue that the words are synonyms. She argues that they “can and do coexist in the same
culture and serve to reinforce each other. Race, in the United States, is the visible agent of the unseen force of caste.
Caste is the bones, race the skin.” The reader does not have to follow her all the way on this point to find her book a
fascinating thought experiment. She persuasively pushes the two notions together while addressing the internal wounds
that, in America, have failed to clot….
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Wilkerson’s usages neatly lift the mind out of old ruts. They enable her to make unsettling comparisons between India’s
treatment of its untouchables, or Dalits, Nazi Germany’s treatment of Jews and America’s treatment of AfricanAmericans. Each country “relied on stigmatizing those deemed inferior to justify the dehumanization necessary to keep
the lowest-ranked people at the bottom and to rationalize the protocols of enforcement.”

Supporting Question 4
Featured Source

Source C: The Wall Street Journal, ‘Caste’ Review: The High Cost of Feeling Superior: Is social ranking colorcoded in America? Do ‘deplorables’ belong to the same caste as the woke coastal elite?, Tunku Varadarajan,
August 28, 2020. Accessed from https://www.wsj.com/articles/caste-review-the-high-cost-of-feelingsuperior-11598623029.

“Forest Whitaker is physically conspicuous and, most people would say, famous. In “Caste,” Isabel Wilkerson narrates
how the Oscar-winning actor, “a distinguished, middle-aged, African-American man,” walked into a gourmet deli in
Manhattan in 2013 for a quick bite to eat. The place was crowded, so “he turned to leave without making a purchase, as
many customers might.” An employee thought his behavior suspicious, blocked him at the door and frisked him in full
public view...
Readers would agree that Mr. Whitaker was the target of racism. Yet Ms. Wilkerson offers the episode—one of many
examples of “degradation” in her book, including some directed at her, a black woman—as proof of the oppressive
existence in America of “caste,” a social order that (in her opinion) subsumes race. Over nearly 400 pages, she seeks to
persuade us that it is caste, more than race, that is America’s primordial flaw. In her telling, Mr. Whitaker was singled
out for humiliation—much as a Dalit might be demeaned in India—because he belonged to America’s lowest caste...
Ms. Wilkerson sets up her system of caste by shuffling words around and offering what seems at times to be little more
than a taxonomical reworking of the language of hierarchy. She tells us that she uses the term dominant caste “instead
of, or in addition to,” white and subordinate caste instead of African-American. Yet she never offers a convincing
argument for why American history and society are better examined through the lens of caste than of race...
Ms. Wilkerson scarcely acknowledges that modern America has made vast strides to address racism, and her swatting
down of Donald Trump as “a cocksure champion for the dominant caste, a mouthpiece for their anxieties,” lays bare her
own politics. She interprets the 2016 presidential election as a “remarkable blueprint of caste hierarchy in America,”
ignoring the characterization of (white) Trump voters as “deplorables” by (the white) Hillary Clinton. The contradictions
in her analysis are apparent: How can the “deplorables” belong to the same caste as the woke coastal elite? Wasn’t their
cultural disparagement by Mrs. Clinton an expression, precisely, of her feeling that they belonged to a different (and
inferior) caste?”

Supporting Question 4
Featured Source

Source D: The Commentary, The Grandstanding Caste, Christine Rosen, September 2020. Accessed from
https://www.commentary.org/articles/christine-rosen/media-establishment-grandstanding-caste/.

“... In a recent New York Times review of Isabel Wilkerson’s new book, Caste, critic Dwight Garner set a new bar for
signaling one’s allyship to an ideological cause. “A critic shouldn’t often deal in superlatives,” Garner concedes, before
larding his own review of Wilkerson with some whoppers, calling it “an instant American classic” that “made the back of
my neck prickle…
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Wilkerson’s book raises hackles all right, but not for the reasons Garner outlines. Garner calls Caste “a complicated book
that does a simple thing.” But it’s not doing the thing he thinks it is. Wilkerson synthesizes the work of others in service
to a questionable hypothesis about the existence of a pernicious racial caste system in the United States. Instead of race,
Wilkerson talks about “dominant castes” and “lower castes” while claiming that such constructions explain America’s
past and present race relations. If you haven’t noticed this pervasive caste system, it’s because it is, conveniently,
everywhere but nowhere. “As a means of assigning value to entire swaths of humankind,” she writes, “caste guides each
of us often beyond the reaches of our awareness….
The result is a book that dramatically oversimplifies and flattens history to equate the genocidal policies of Nazi
Germany and a centuries-old caste system in India with the social structure of the United States. This panders to an
audience of Times readers who like to be told that their country is terrible, maybe as terrible as Nazi Germany, while
signaling Wilkerson’s own “correct” contemporary political views. Wilkerson’s argument ignores evidence that obviously
contradicts her thesis, such as America’s history of economic mobility for its citizens and the achievements of other
ethnic and racial minorities. And, tellingly, it has nothing to say about how an irredeemably racist caste system could
enlist white working-class voters to elect—twice!—a black president (who, it should be noted, awarded Wilkerson, who
is also black, a National Humanities Medal for her work)....
Wilkerson’s extended exercise in false equivalencies (and the New York Times’ praise of it) is a pitch-perfect example of
one of the stranger ironies of our cultural moment. Here we have two members of what is arguably an elite “caste”
(elite journalists Garner and Wilkerson) engaging in in-group sycophancy to signal their wokeness while decrying the
privilege of others. Garner kowtows to Wilkerson’s idea of caste rather than criticize it, because that is what is expected
of a Times reviewer writing about race, and certainly what the Times readers expect to read about race.”
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